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Abstract  

 

This paper presents a new Process Analytical Technology based on the use of an infrared 

camera and a mathematical model to estimate the ice crystal size distribution obtained at the 

end of the freezing stage of a vial freeze-drying process. Both empirical laws and first-principle 

based equations, already presented in the Literature, may be used to this purpose, if the 

temperature gradient in the frozen product and the freezing front rate are obtained from the 

analysis of the thermal images. The resistance of the dried product to vapor flux may be then 

calculated from the distribution of the ice crystal diameters, thus enabling the use of a one-

dimensional model for process simulation and optimization. Freeze-drying of 5% and 10% w/w 

aqueous sucrose solutions, and of 5% w/w aqueous mannitol solutions, were considered as case 

study. The results were validated comparing the calculated diameters of the pores of the dried 

cake, corresponding to the ice crystal diameters, with the results experimentally obtained from 

the analysis of the SEM images, and comparing the values of drying duration and maximum 

product temperature calculated with the mathematical model with those measured 

experimentally. Results evidences the effectiveness of the proposed system for process 

monitoring.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Freeze-drying is a key step in the manufacturing process of several pharmaceutical and 

biopharmaceutical products formulated as liquid solutions. In fact, it allows extending the shelf 

life of the formulation being processed through the removal of the water at low temperature, 

without jeopardizing heat-labile molecules like the active pharmaceutical ingredients. The 

process encompasses three steps (see, among the others, Mellor, 1978; Jennings, 1999; Oetjen 

and Haseley, 2004; Fissore, 2013): 

- Freezing, when most of the water (the “free water”) turns from the liquid into the solid 

state; 

- Primary drying, when the ice is removed through sublimation, at low temperature and 

pressure; 

- Secondary drying, when the water not frozen in the first stage (the “bound water”) is 

removed through desorption, at low pressure and higher temperature with respect to that 

of the primary drying. 

While in the freezing stage it is necessary to remove heat from the product, thus decreasing its 

temperature and promoting the water crystallization, in the drying stages it is required to supply 

heat to the product, as both sublimation and desorption are endothermic processes.  

 The freeze-drying process is surely much “gentler” towards the products than other 

drying processes requiring higher operating temperatures. Nevertheless, product quality may 

be compromised at the end of the process if the operating conditions of the drying stages, 

namely the temperature of the heating shelf and the pressure in the drying chamber, are not 

carefully selected. In particular, product temperature has to remain below a threshold value, 

that is a characteristic of the formulation being processed, to avoid the collapse of the dried 

product (in case of amorphous formulations) or its melting (for crystalline products) (Pikal et 



 

 

al., 1990a, 1990b; Fissore, 2013). This is particularly true for the primary drying stage, where 

the limit temperature is lower, due to the higher amount of water in the product; besides, this 

stage can be really long-lasting, thus making process optimization a real need. 

 The freezing phase plays a fundamental role within the freeze-drying process as it 

determines the structure of the product (Hottot et al., 2007). In fact, if the dried product does 

not collapse (and this is the main goal of every freeze-drying processes), the diameter of the ice 

crystals coincides with the size of the pores formed in the dried product. Larger pores result in 

a lower resistance to water vapor flow from the interface of sublimation to the dying chamber, 

and, therefore, accelerate the primary drying process (Searles et al., 2001). Vice versa, the 

desorption rate of the secondary drying stage is penalized by the reduction of the specific 

surface that occurs in the presence of high pore diameters (Oddone et al., 2017). The 

morphology of the product is therefore of fundamental importance for the efficiency of the 

lyophilization process and on the quality of the product. In fact, small-sized pores make it 

possible to reach high temperatures during primary drying and, therefore, make the undesirable 

excess of the collapse temperature easier. This is due to the fact that product temperature is the 

result of a heat balance between the heat transferred to the product and that removed through 

sublimation: in case of small sized pores the sublimation rate is lowered and, thus, also the heat 

removed from the product, thus making possible to reach higher temperatures. Moreover, in the 

case of products sensitive to interfacial denaturation, such as proteins, the formation of small 

ice crystals considerably increases the phenomena of unfolding and aggregation (Bhatnagar et 

al. 2008). Finally, the morphology of the product also significantly influences the reconstitution 

time of highly concentrated formulations, and this can have critical effects in some applications 

(Geidobler et al., 2013). 

 The ice crystal distribution obtained at the end of the freezing stage can be determined 

using various techniques. As an example, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be 



 

 

combined with image analysis techniques to determine pore size distribution in lyophilized 

products (Grassini et al., 2016, Arsiccio et al., 2019). The SEM technique allows the 

determination of the heterogeneity in the pore size within the tested vial and can be used off-

line. This represents an advantage, as the introduction of additional sensors inside the freeze 

dryer is not required. Another technique that can be used off-line is the BET (Brunauer – 

Emmett – Teller) analysis, which allows measuring the surface area of the freeze-dried product 

and, from the latter, to trace back the pore size (Rambhatla et al., 2004). Finally, micro-

computerized X-ray tomography (X-ray micro-CT) can be used to determine the pore size 

distribution within the product (Pisano et al., 2017).  

 As an alternative, it is possible to use predictive approaches, based on the application of 

mathematical models or empirical laws, that allow the determination of the pore diameters in 

the lyophilized product starting from the knowledge of some process variables. The advantage 

of these techniques is that they may be used in-line and may, thus, be exploited for the real time 

design and optimization of the primary drying stage. This paper is focused on this second group 

of methods, whose application generally requires knowing the evolution of the temperature 

gradient in the product already frozen, as well as the advancement rate of the freezing interface. 

 An innovative system, based on non-contact temperature measurement through an IR 

camera, is used in this paper to get the process variables required to estimate the size of the ice 

crystals. Moreover, these values are used to infer one of the key parameters of the one-

dimensional mathematical model frequently used for process design and optimization, namely 

the resistance of the dried cake to vapor flux. By this way, it becomes possible, at the end of 

the freezing stage, to estimate both drying time and product temperature during the following 

primary drying stage for a given set of operating conditions and, if desired, to optimize the 

process. At the best of the authors knowledge no other work addressed the possibility of a real 

time estimation of the product structure and optimization of the freeze-drying cycle without any 



 

 

need to model the heat and mass transfer phenomena occurring during the whole freezing stage. 

 The paper is organized as follows: at first the methods for crystal size estimation and 

the application of the IR camera to estimate the variables of interest, the main novelty of this 

study, are presented. Then, the mathematical models of the primary drying stage are briefly 

reviewed and that used in this paper is described in detail, and the case studies investigated for 

validation purposes are described. Results are then presented and discussed, and the main 

conclusions of the study are finally presented. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

 

2.1 Crystal size estimation 

Empirical models were proposed in the Literature to allow estimating the size of the crystals at 

the end of a solidification process. Bald (1991) proposed the following equation: 

p

dT
d

dt





−

 
=  

 
          (1)

 

where the crystal size is assumed to be proportional to the rate of temperature change in the 

system, being  and  determined by comparing calculated and measured crystal size. Other 

equations proposed in the literature consider the velocity of the solidification front, R, and the 

temperature gradient in the frozen product, G: 

1 2

pd aR G
 − −

=           (2) 

where a, 1 and 2 have to be determined experimentally. Equation (2) was used to model the 

solidification of metal samples at low rates (Kurz and Fisher, 1992), apples (Bomben and King, 

1982), starch gels (Reid, 1984), alloys at high rate (Kochs et al., 1991), gelatine (Woinet, 1998), 

and also the freezing of aqueous solutions in vials (Nakagawa et al., 2007; Bosca et al., 2015, 

2017; Pisano and Capozzi, 2017). In the latter case R and G are calculated as follows: 
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and may change, obviously, with time. With respect to the parameters a, 1 and 2, Nakagawa 

et al. (2007), as well as Bosca et al. (2015, 2017) and Pisano and Capozzi (2017), used 1 = 2 

= 0.5, and the parameter a was obtained looking to the ice crystal sizes distribution obtained 

experimentally to get the best fit between calculated and measured values of ice crystal size. 

 Arsiccio et al. (2017) proposed a first-principle based model for calculating dp from R 

and G, based on a heat balance of the crystal growth phase, once nucleation has occurred. In 

case of dilute solutions, their equation, where again R and G appear, reads:  

( )
2

3

4
p

frozen f frozen

bR
d

R H k G G




=

 −
        (5) 

In this case the unknown parameter is b, i.e. the product of the solid-solid interface tension () 

and of a parameter b that has to be determined experimentally. 

 Regardless of the equation used to calculate the ice crystal diameter, it has to be pointed 

out that both R and G are needed, and they were usually obtained off-line from the mathematical 

simulation of the process. Complex multiphase simulation (Nakagawa et al., 2007) or simplified 

iterative algorithms (Arsiccio et al. 2018) were proposed to get the evolution of product 

temperature along the axial positions of the sample during the freezing stage, as well as the 

position of the freezing front.   

 In this work a different method, based on thermal monitoring with IR camera, is used to 

get R and G, as it will be described in the following.The empirical equation (2), referred to as 

model #1 in the following, and equation (5), referred to as model #2, will be used to calculate 

dp. With model #1 we used 1 = 2 = 0.5 and a = 4.59 m s-0.5 K0.5 for sucrose solutions (Bosca 



 

 

et al., 2015) while a = 1.7 m s-0.5 K0.5 was used for mannitol solutions (Napoletano, 2016). 

With model #2, values of b were taken from Arsiccio et al. (2017), i.e. b = 230000 J K(2/3)   

m(-8/3) for sucrose solutions and b = 70000 J K(2/3) m(-8/3) for mannitol solutions. 

 

2.2 IR camera and temperature measurement 

The measurement of the evolution of product temperature in the freezing stage is crucial to 

estimate the diameter of the ice crystals. The product temperature can be measured using 

thermocouples, placing the sensor inside one or more vials of the batch, but they allow 

measuring the temperature just in a specific point of the system, without providing any 

information about the temperature gradient in the frozen product (G), and about the freezing 

front rate (R) (Schneid and Gieseler, 2008; Bosca et al., 2013a, Nail et al., 2017; Fissore et al., 

2018). Besides, it is well known that they may affect the nucleation of the ice crystals, by 

reducing the supercooling degree, thus making the monitored vial not representative of the 

whole batch, although their effect in lab-scale units, where the process is carried out in non-

GMP conditions, is less relevant (Bosca et al., 2013b). As an alternative, optical fibers, with the 

fiber Bragg gratings embedded in the shelf, were investigated (Kasper et al., 2013), but they are 

not able to solve the problem of obtaining G and R. Moreover, alternative configurations were 

proposed, e.g. optical fibers were formed to the shape of a helix, placed inside the vial to allow 

measuring the product temperature in several positions, but this could affect, up to some extent, 

the behavior of the product in the freezing stage. Less invasive systems were also proposed, 

e.g. the possibility of embedding T-type thermocouples with a thickness ranging from 50 to 200 

nm into the glass wall (Parvis et al., 2012, 2014; Grassini et al., 2013), but they are able just to 

partially solve the problem of getting the values of G and R vs. time.  

 Emteborg et al. (2014) firstly proposed using infrared (IR) camera to monitor product 

temperature in a freeze-drying process. In their system there is no contact between the sensor 



 

 

and the product, but the camera is placed outside the chamber, being installed on the top, thus 

monitoring only the temperature of the top surface of the product in the top shelf. Van Bockstal 

et al. (2018) used an IR camera to monitor a new continuous freeze-drying process, being able 

to track product temperature along the glass vial wall. Lietta et al. (2019) designed a system 

that can be placed inside the chamber, standing in front of several vials, thus able to follow the 

evolution of the axial temperature profile during the whole process, as well as to monitor several 

vials at the same time, thus accounting for the batch intrinsic non-uniformity (Barresi et al., 

2010). 

 In this work the same sensor described and validated by Lietta et al. (2019) was used to 

measure the temperature evolution of the product during the freezing stage. The system includes 

a FLIR thermal camera (model A35), a HDTV RGB camera (not used in this study), and a 

microprocessor where data are stored. These elements are placed in a protective enclosure (IMC 

Services s.r.l., Italy) realized with a thermally insulating plastic material. The role of the 

container is to protect the electronics of the system from the low temperature, low pressure and 

high moisture that characterize the drying chamber, while being transparent to WiFi 

communications, in order to allow data transfer from the microprocessor to the computer 

external to the freeze-drier.  

 Before using this device for temperature mapping, the emissivity of the glass vial was 

measured using the ISO 18434-1 (International Standard ISO, 2008) guideline (Part 1, Annex 

A.2). For a temperature of -30°C, the mean emissivity calculated was 0.95, while a value of 

0.935 was obtained at -20°C and of 0.915 at 0°C. 

 As the IR camera measures the temperature of the glass wall, the measured value has to 

be corrected aiming to infer the temperature of the product inside the vial. The procedure 

proposed by Van Bockstal et al. (2018) was used to this purpose. Figure 1 shows an example 

of the results obtained in a freezing run, comparing the product temperature measured through 



 

 

a thermocouple inserted in one vial of the batch, in close contact with the bottom of the vial, 

and the measurement of the IR camera, in the same position, corrected using the algorithm of 

Van Bockstal et al. (2018), pointing out the great accuracy of the IR based system. In any case, 

it must be highlighted that the difference between the external glass temperature, directly 

measured by the IR camera, and product temperature, measured by the thermocouple, is very 

low, about 0.2°C. 

 The main advantage of an IR camera with respect to a thermocouple is that product 

temperature is measured in the whole product. If it is straightforward to obtain a measurement 

of the axial temperature profiles, that is the gradients across the product, and from the analysis 

of the evolution of the temperature distribution inside the product it is also possible to measure 

the rate of movement of the freezing front. Since both nucleation and crystal growth are 

exothermic phenomena, the axial position of the freezing front can be detected as a maximum 

of temperature. After image pre-processing, namely the correction of the optical aberration 

induced by the lens, object identification and segmentation, to remove from the analysis 

everything apart from the product inside the monitored vials, three axial temperature profiles 

were extracted for each vial (in central position and at the edges of the vial) and averaged, see 

Figure 2A. Averaging three measurements of the same variables helps to get rid of part of the 

noise that is typical of this kind of measurements without any real loss of information. In every 

image the local maximum was detected and tracked over time (in Figure 2A the position of this 

maximum is presented as a white triangle). The difference of the temperature measured in the 

position highlighted as the actual moving freezing front and that obtained at the bottom of the 

vial (see an example of these curves in Figure 2B) provides also the required information for 

the estimation of G, the temperature gradient inside the frozen layer. In Figure 2C an example 

of the evolution of the maximum temperature position along the whole cooling and freezing 

process is reported. The position of the maximum temperature is reported as the nondimensional 



 

 

ratio between the actual pixel position where the maximum temperature was detected and the 

total height of the product (in pixels). During cooling, the maximum temperature, initially 

positioned somewhere around the center of the product, moves toward the top, and here remains 

until nucleation occurs. When nucleation occurs it suddenly moves to the bottom of the vial and 

it moves back to the top. This part of the trajectory was sampled to show the evolution, in 

different instants of time, of the freezing front. The difference in the positions obtained between 

a certain number of consecutive frames, the symbols shown in Figure 2C, divided by the time 

occurring between these measurements, provides the value of R. The great amount of noise at 

the end of the trajectory tells about an almost flat profile with local maxima varying with time: 

freezing is completed, and the system is moving towards the thermal equilibrium with the 

environment. 

 It has to be pointed out that in our study we considered to monitor 10 vials per batch, 

evaluating the averages of the monitored variables, and reporting results as average values and 

ranges of variation. Here we are in fact presenting a proof of concept and for this purpose we 

considered ten vials to be enough. However, a higher number of vials could be considered: the 

maximum number of vials that is possible to monitor depends on the actual sensor and field of 

view. The algorithm presented can provide the same results for each and every one of the vials 

visualized: it is the User choice to take into account the differences between the different vials 

and/or extract an average value.  

 

2.3 Mathematical modelling and estimation of the resistance of the dried product to vapor flux 

As it has been pointed out in the Introduction section, primary drying is the most critical stage 

of the whole freeze-drying process. Mathematical modelling can strongly support the design of 

the process, allowing the in silico simulation of the primary drying stage, and both off-line 

(Giordano et al., 2011; Fissore et al., 2011a; Koganti et al., 2011) or in-line (Daraoui et al., 



 

 

2010; Pisano et al., 2010, 2011a) optimization of the process. It is obviously necessary to use a 

model that accurately describes the evolution of the system, and quite often a mono-dimensional 

model represents an optimal compromise between accuracy and complexity (Velardi and 

Barresi, 2008). In this framework, the heat flux to the product (Jq) and the mass flux from the 

interface of sublimation to the drying chamber (Jw) are given by the following equations: 

( )q v shelf BJ K T T= −           (6) 

( ), ,

1
w w i w c

p

J p p
R

= −           (7) 

where Tshelf is the heating shelf temperature, TB is the product temperature at the bottom of the 

vial, pw,i is the water partial pressure at the sublimation interface (that can be calculated using 

one of the equations appeared in the Literature and relating it to the temperature, see the review 

of Fissore et al., 2011b), and pw,c is water partial pressure in the drying chamber (usually 

assumed to be equal to total chamber pressure, being the composition of the gas in the chamber 

about 100% water vapor).  

 Once the values of Jw and Jq are known, the following equations may be written: 

q s wJ H J=              (8) 

1frozen

w

frozen dried

dL
J

dt  
= −

−
         (9) 

corresponding to the heat balance at the sublimation interface (eq. (8)) and to the mass balance 

for the frozen product (eq. (9)). A further equation is needed to relate the temperature of the 

product at the interface of sublimation (Ti), that is needed to calculate pw,i, to the temperature 

of the product at the bottom of the vial (TB): 
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1 1 frozen

B shelf shelf i

v v frozen

L
T T T T

K K k

−

 
= − + −  

 

       (10) 

Equation (10) is obtained from the energy balance of the frozen product, where heat 



 

 

accumulation is neglected (as a consequence of the slow rate of the process). 

 The solution of model equations (6)-(10) requires to know the value of the parameters 

Kv and Rp. Kv is the overall heat transfer coefficient, that may be accurately estimated by the 

gravimetric test (Pisano et al., 2011b) without consuming any product, as the test may be carried 

out filling the same kind of vials used for the freeze-drying process just with water. The 

coefficient Kv is just a function of the vial-freeze dryer system and can be estimated 

independently from the product being processed. 

 The estimation of Rp is more challenging, as it is a function of the type of product being 

processed, of the freezing conditions and, also, of the thickness of the dried product: 

,0
1

dried
p p

dried

AL
R R

BL
= +

+
          (11) 

Several ways were proposed in the literature to estimate in line Rp, for a given product. Fissore 

et al. (2017) proposed to use the temperature measurement directly obtained through a 

thermocouple placed in the vial, while Bosca et al. (2013b) used the temperature measurement 

coupled with a mathematical model, thus obtaining a soft-sensor, to get this parameter. 

Unfortunately, the presence of the thermocouple could affect the nucleation of the ice crystals 

and, thus, up to some extent, the structure of the dried product, in particular when the process 

is carried out in GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) conditions, where the accuracy of the 

results obtained by this way may be not as high as required. As an alternative, TDLAS (Tunable 

Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy) sensor may be used to estimate a mean value of Rp (Kuu 

et al., 2011), but this requires a retrofitting of the dryer to place the sensor in the duct connecting 

the chamber to the condenser, and this may be hardly feasible (in some cases even impossible). 

Also the pressure rise test may be used to this purpose (Fissore et al., 2011b), but, again, the 

test may affect product dynamics (and in industrial practice this test is usually carried out only 

at the end of the primary drying stage, to check that ice sublimation is effectively completed).  

 In this paper we propose to use the information about the ice crystal diameters obtained 



 

 

from monitoring the freezing stage to get Rp. In fact, in the primary drying stage the empty 

spaces through which the vapor flows correspond to the ice crystals that disappeared. Since the 

vapor flux in the dried cake occurs in Knudsen regime (the Knudsen number is typically greater 

than 3) (Ho and Roseman, 1979; Fissore and Pisano, 2015), it is possible to write: 

, ,w i w c

w e

dried

c c
J D

L

−
=           (12) 

and, using the ideal gas law: 

, ,w i w cw e
w

g dried

p pM D
J

R T L

−
=          (13) 

Therefore, considering eq. (7), it comes that:  

g i

p dried

w e

R T
R L

M D
=           (14) 

The temperature T appearing in eq. (13) has been replaced with Ti in eq. (14) as the temperature 

in the dried product usually ranges in a small interval of values and, thus, the percentage effect 

of the gradient of temperature on Rp is very low, and a constant value may be assumed. The 

effective diffusivity may be related to the Knudsen diffusivity (Dk) through the following 

equation: 

e kD D



=            (15) 

where Dk is related to pore size and temperature by means of the following equation (Ho and 

Roseman, 1979): 

0.5
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p
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d
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being K a constant parameter equal to 22.9 m/s K0.5. Substituting eq. (16) into eq. (15) we get: 
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and, after substituting eq. (17), eq. (14) reads: 
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=           (18) 

Equation (18) can be used to estimate Rp as a function of Ldried once the values of dp vs. Ldried 

are known. As previously shown, the axial distribution of dp may be estimated at the end of the 

freezing stage since, provided that no shrinkage or collapse occurs, the size of the pores 

corresponds to that of the ice crystals.  

 

2.4 Case study 

Experiments were carried out in a pilot-scale freeze-dryer (LyoBeta, Testar, Spain). The drying 

chamber has a volume of 0.2 m3, and the total area of the four shelves is 0.5 m2. The system is 

equipped with: 

- Thin T-type thermocouples (Tersid, Italy), that can be placed in some of the vials of the 

batch, to provide additional temperature measurements; 

- A capacitance (Baratron type 626A, MKS Instruments, USA) and a thermal 

conductivity (Pirani type PSG-101-S, Inficon, Switzerland) manometer, used for 

pressure monitoring. 

The ratio of the two pressure signals is used to identify the ending point of the primary drying 

stage (Patel et al., 2010). 

 Tests were carried out using sucrose solutions, either 5% or 10% by weight, and 

mannitol solutions, 5% by weight. Reactants were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (≥99.5%) 

and used as received. Solutions were prepared with ultra-pure water produced using a Millipore 

water system (Milli-Q RG, Millipore, Billerica, MA). After preparation, solutions were poured 

into ISO 8362-1 10R glass vials (Schott Pharmaceutical Packaging, Inc., Lebanon, USA), 

directly loaded onto the shelf of the drying chamber and partially stoppered with an igloo 

stopper (NovaPure Chlorobutyl Igloo Stoppers, West Pharma, Exton, USA). 



 

 

 Shelf-ramped freezing (Kasper and Friess, 2011) was used in the freezing-stage as it is 

the most extensively applied freezing method in pharmaceutical companies. According to this 

method the temperature of the product, placed on the shelves contained in the drying chamber, 

is gradually reduced because of the decrease of the temperature of the fluid flowing inside the 

shelves. In this study the set point of the shelf temperature was always set to -50°C, resulting 

in a cooling rate of the technical fluid equal to about -1.5°C/min from room temperature till 

about -10°C, then about -0.5°C/min from -10°C to -30°C and, finally, about -0.3°C/min from  

-30°C to -50°C.  

No controlled nucleation was used in the freezing step since uncontrolled nucleation, 

which still represents the standard in industrial freeze-drying, does not jeopardize the accuracy 

of the results obtained. 

 Beside the freezing tests, in some cases also primary drying was carried out, aiming to 

compare the experimental duration of the process with that calculated by using the 

mathematical model of the process and the parameters estimated in the freezing stage. 

Moreover, completely dried samples could be analyzed by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), aiming to compare the pores size distribution with that estimated from the ice crystal 

distribution. In this case primary drying was carried out at 10 Pa, with a shelf temperature of    

-20°C for the sucrose-based solutions, while for the mannitol solutions the shelf temperature 

was increased to -10°C. In this case 30 vials were loaded in the drying chamber, arranged 

according to a hexagonal array, while for the freezing tests just 4 vials, placed in front of the IR 

camera, were loaded in the chamber. 

 After drying, the product in the two vials right in front of the camera of every batch were 

analyzed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI type, Quanta Inspect 200, Eindhoven, 

The Netherlands). Firstly, samples were fixed on aluminium circular stubs, and metallized with 

chrome. Images were taken, for each sample, along the total thickness of the product, 



 

 

considering three different radial positions, i.e. in the center of the samples and at the edges, 

where the product was in contact with the glass wall. By this way it was possible to adequately 

account for the within-vial non-uniformity of the cake structure. 

 The SEM images of the porous product structure obtained are 1024 x 768 pixels and 

were segmented, using Multivariate Image Analysis (MIA) techniques (Prats-Montalbán et al., 

2011), to estimate the axial pore distribution inside the product. Figure 3A reports one of these 

images. SEM images can frequently present a non-uniform brightness due to the so-called 

charging effect, that is some regions of the picture are on average lighter than other. Following 

the approach of Grassini et al. (2016) a moving average filter (low-pass filter equalization) with 

dimension 256 pixels x 256 pixels was used.  

Following the approach proposed by Bharati and MacGregor (2000), the images were 

first pretreated to obtain the so called “Bharati matrix”, a data structure that accounts for both 

the information of the intensity of the single pixel and the textural information. A PCA model 

is a linear decomposition of a data structure X(I×J): 

=  +T
X T P E                          (19) 

where T is the I×A score matrix, P is the J×N loading matrix and E is the residual matrix, 

having the same dimension of the original matrix X. N is the number of principal components 

extracted, I the number of pixels extracted from the image to build the Bharati structure and J 

equals nine as the number of pixels of the 3x3 moving window used to build the Bharati 

structure. Since all the values of the Bharati matrix were pixel intensities no further data 

pretreatments were performed. 

A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model (Pearson, 1901, Hotelling, 1933), with 

one single latent variable, was extracted from this data structure. This first latent variable is 

basically related to the information on the average intensity of the single pixels, neglecting any 

information about the gradients typically related to the presence of borders, fractures and texture 



 

 

in general. The segmentation of the pores was achieved removing all the pixel with a score 

lower than a certain threshold, arbitrarily fixed. The result was a logical image where the 

segmented regions were represented as areas of “1” and all the rest was set to zero. 

 To make sure that all the thin borders between two adjacent pores were removed, 

avoiding the detection of pores with an overestimated global area, a second mask was created 

segmenting both the white regions of the picture and those characterized by strong intensity 

gradients. Simple image analysis techniques were used to this purpose (Gonzalez et al., 2004) 

like the “Canny” algorithm for edges detections (Canny, 1986). The obtained image was 

subtracted, pixel by pixel, from the one previously obtained. Subtraction between logical 

matrices corresponds to take the logical OR of each corresponding couple of pixels. Before 

counting the number of pores and estimate area, perimeter and equivalent diameter for each one 

of them, one further dimensional filter was applied to remove all the regions having an area 

lower than 50 or greater than one hundred thousand pixels. If the former can hardly be 

discriminated from the noise, the latter usually correspond to fractures or micro-collapses inside 

the product that will have the only real effect of skewing to the right the resulting pore 

distribution. Figure 3B presents a qualitative result of the segmentation of image 3A. The pixels 

of the original grey-scale image corresponding to the segmented areas of the resulting 

segmented image were colored in white. The white spots are the pores segmented: even if they 

are all pictured in the same color, the single pores could be clearly distinguished. For each 

image the histogram of the pore diameters was created and 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th 

percentiles were calculated. The results obtained from the selected vials were averaged. 

  

3. Results and discussion 

 

The system proposed in this study is based on (i) thermal imaging, to get the values of the 



 

 

freezing from rate (R) and of the temperature gradient in the frozen product (G) in the freezing 

stage (G), and on an equation relating R and G to the ice crystal diameters. Both the empirical 

law expressed by eq. (2) (model #1) and the first-principle based eq. (5) (model #2) were used. 

Figure 4 shows the estimated pore diameters obtained for the 5% w/w sucrose solution using 

model #1, Figure 4A or model #2, Figure 4B. The range of variation of each value of ice crystal 

diameter, represented as error bar in each graph, corresponds to one standard deviation in the 

value of dp. In fact, in each freezing test four values of R and G were available, one for each 

monitored vial, and each test was repeated 9 times, thus allowing the calculation of mean value 

and standard deviation for the crystal diameters. It has to be remarked that no preliminary 

experiments were carried out for parameters tuning, as the parameters of the model equations, 

namely a for model #1 and b for model #2, were taken from the literature. The trend of the 

two curves of dp vs. Lfrozen is the same: lower values of crystal size are obtained at the bottom 

of the vial, because of the higher temperature gradients, related to the high cooling rate, and at 

the top of the vial, as a result of the solute concentration occurring in the freezing stage. Larger 

ice crystals were forecast in the middle. Slightly different values of ice crystal diameters were 

obtained, for the same axial position, depending on the model used, with slightly lower values 

in case model #1 is used. At the bottom and at the top of the frozen product the values of dp 

estimated with model #1 and with model #2 are very similar, around 50 m, being the largest 

difference in the central position, where dp values close to 70 m and 120 m are estimated 

from model #1 and model #2 respectively. We could have fit a new set of model parameters, 

namely a for model #1 and b for model #2, able to provide perfectly overlapping curves of dp 

vs. Lfrozen and, indeed, in good agreement with the experimentally measured ones. Since the 

scope of this work is to develop a ready-to-use Process Analytical Technology (PAT) and test 

it, not to discuss the performances of the models already presented, we used the parameters 

available in Literature. Furthermore, the final aim of this work is not the precise estimation of 



 

 

the pore diameters, but the correct prediction of the maximum temperature experienced by the 

product and the ending point of the primary drying stage and, thus, we must investigate the 

effect of this uncertainty on these target variables.  

Results obtained for the 10% w/w sucrose solution, using both model #1 and #2, are 

given in Figure 5. Both curves show a similar trend, with higher values of dp in the central 

position estimated by model #2. In this case also at the top and at the bottom of the sample 

model #2 provides higher values of dp with respect to model #1. When considering the range 

of variability of each value of dp, as for the data shown in Figure 4, it appears that the two curves 

are partially overlapping.  

For the 5% w/w aqueous mannitol solution the trend of the curves of dp vs. Lfrozen was 

similar to that of the sucrose-based solution, but with, obviously, different values. In this case, 

as shown in Figure 6, it appears that very close curves of mean dp vs. Lfrozen were obtained using 

model #1 and model #2 with Literature parameters. 

Validation of these results was carried out in two steps: (i) comparing the calculated 

diameters of the ice crystals, corresponding to the pores of the dried cake, with those measured 

through SEM analysis of the dried product, and (ii) comparing the values of drying duration 

and maximum product temperature calculated with the mathematical model whose parameter 

Rp is obtained from the estimated values of dp with those measured experimentally. Figure 7 

shows the experimentally measured values of dp, as a function of the axial position, for both the 

5% and the 10% w/w sucrose solution. In this case the range of variability is given as the 25th 

and the 75th percentiles. These values are compared with the mean values calculated using 

model #1 and model #2 (shown in Figures 4 and 5), without reporting the range of variability 

for clarity purposes.  

The agreement between calculated and measured variables is considered to be 

acceptable: this is due to the fact that the mean calculated value of dp at a certain value of Lfrozen 



 

 

falls in the range of pore diameters measured experimentally. When evaluating results shown 

in Figure 7 it has in fact to be taken into account both the uncertainty related to samples 

preparation for SEM analysis, and the uncertainty related to the image analysis, and also the 

range of variation of the values of dp at a certain value of Lfrozen calculated from the temperature 

gradients obtained through IR camera. Moreover, we are interested in the prediction of the 

product temperature and drying duration in the primary drying and as long as the estimates of 

dp, that means the values of Rp calculated, allows an accurate estimate of the target variables, 

as it will be shown in the following, then the accuracy of the estimates may be considered 

acceptable. 

Once the curve of dp vs. Lfrozen has been estimated we can infer the curve of Rp vs. Ldried 

using the approach previously described, thus obtaining, with the in silico simulation of the 

process, the values of drying duration and of maximum product temperature for a given couple 

of values of shelf temperature and chamber pressure. This allows verifying, for example, if the 

product will remain in the design space for the selected operating conditions of the following 

primary drying, or if any change in these operating conditions is required. The first step is thus 

to estimate the curve of Rp vs. Ldried. Figure 8 reports examples of the resulting curves of Rp vs. 

Ldried for the 5% w/w (upper graph) and the 10% w/w (lower graph) sucrose solutions, using 

model #1 or model #2 to calculate the ice crystal size. As it could be expected slightly lower 

values of cake resistance are obtained, for a given thickness of the dried product, when using 

model #2 for estimating the ice crystal size. In fact, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, the size of the 

ice crystals estimated by model #2 is slightly higher and this turns into a lower resistance of the 

dried product in the primary drying stage.  

Beside the curve of Rp vs. Ldried it is necessary to calculate the value of Kv for the vial 

freeze-dryer system under investigation. This test must be carried out just once, and it does not 

require to fill the vials with the (frequently expensive and sometimes unavailable) active 



 

 

pharmaceutical ingredient. For the system under investigation a value of 28 Wm-2K-1 was 

obtained with a gravimetric test carried out at the same pressure of the freeze-drying cycles.  

Figure 9 shows the comparison between the calculated evolution of the frozen layer 

thickness in case of the 5% w/w (upper graph) and of the 10% w/w (lower graph) sucrose 

solutions using the Rp values obtained through model #1. Drying time is the time instant when 

Lfrozen goes to zero, here compared, for validation purposes, with the pressure ratio curves. The 

actual moment the primary drying ends is one of most desired and difficult parameters to 

estimate in a vacuum freeze-drying process, taking also into account the non-uniformity of the 

batch. It appears to depend on the kind of sugar and its structure and is not possible, even using 

the state-of-the-art methodology for its evaluation, to write down a single value to be compared 

with the result obtained from a single simulation using a simplified 1D model of the process. 

The onset and offset values of the pressure ratio curve have been reported together with the 

actual value simulated to make sure the reader understands our simulation falls inside the best 

experimental estimation that could be provided that is the time lapse going from the onset to 

the offset. The 5% b.w. sucrose solution was simulated to be completely dried in 28.95 h, while 

in Figure 9B the Lfrozen goes to zero in 27.33 h. In both cases the drying time falls in the range 

identified by the onsets (23.53 h and 25.36 h respectively) and offsets (35.89 h for the 5% b.w. 

solution and 30.33 h for the 10% b.w. one) of the pressure ratio curves, very close to the offset, 

where drying process is usually considered to be completed (Patel et al., 2010). With respect to 

the maximum product temperature, for the 5% w/w sucrose solution a value of -33°C was 

experimentally obtained, while for the 10% sucrose solution the maximum measured 

temperature was -32°C. The calculated maximum product temperature was -31.7°C for the 5% 

w/w sucrose solution and -30.7°C for the 10% w/w sucrose solution, with an error of 1.3°C.  

Better results were obtained using the first-principle based model (#2). Results are 

shown in Figure 10 for both the 5% w/w and the 10% w/w sucrose solutions. As a consequence 



 

 

of the lower values of the dried cake resistance calculated (see Figure 8), the calculated drying 

time is slightly lower (26.03 h the former and 24.6 h the latter), but, again, in the range identified 

by the onset and offset of the pressure ratio curves. With respect to the maximum product 

temperature values, -33.2°C and -32.5°C are the values obtained, respectively, for the 5% w/w 

and the 10% w/w sucrose solutions, thus resulting in an error of 0.2°C and 0.5°C respectively.  

Regarding the test involving the mannitol solution, the maximum product temperature 

measured was -20°C, while a value of -20.6°C was calculated using the values of Rp obtained 

through model #1, and a value of -21.5°C was obtained with the values of Rp obtained through 

model #2. In both cases, the comparison between the curves of Lfrozen vs. time and that of the 

pressure ratios resulted in conclusions similar to those presented for the sucrose-based 

solutions.  

Looking at both case studies, namely sucrose and mannitol-based solutions, no univocal 

indication of the best approach (model #1 or model #2) can be inferred: while the estimated 

values of drying duration are in all cases acceptable, more accurate estimates of maximum 

product temperature are obtained using model #2 for sucrose-based solutions, and using model 

#1 for mannitol-based solutions. In any case, it has to be highlighted that for both formulations 

the estimated values of maximum product temperature, whatever the model used, is, 

considering the uncertainty of the measurements, in agreement with the experimental values. 

 

4. Conclusions and future perspectives 

 

The potential of IR thermography for freeze-drying monitoring are well established for the 

primary drying stage: it is a unique system able to measure product temperature not just in a 

single point, and without any interference with the product. This paper has explored the 

application of IR thermography to the freezing stage: a simple algorithm has been proposed to 



 

 

identify the freezing front and track its evolution as well as that of the temperature gradient in 

the frozen product. Using these two variables and either an empirical or a first-principle based 

equation it is then possible to estimate the size of the ice crystals and, thus, the resistance of the 

dried product to vapor flow. No mathematical modelling or time-consuming simulations of the 

freezing stage are required, allowing a real time evaluation of the resulting product structure. If 

the heat transfer coefficient to the product in the vial is somehow known, then it is possible to 

infer, before the starting of the primary drying, both the maximum temperature of the product 

and the duration of this stage. By this way it is possible to check if the product will remain 

inside the design space and, if not, check for other values of the operating conditions. In this 

sense, the presented PAT could be used to discriminate a successful batch from one that will 

present issues of any kind during the drying and should be rejected. Future work will prove the 

methodology here described for the purpose.  

Whatever the model used, the accuracy of the estimates obtained for the maximum 

temperature of the product and the drying time falls within the uncertainty range of the 

experimental measurements, thus highlighting its potential for freeze-drying practitioners. 

The validation of the system has been carried out considering sucrose-based and 

mannitol-based solutions, without any active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). In fact, freezing 

of a pharmaceutical solution is a crystallization from fuse process and the thermal evolution of 

the product is the result of the heat removed by the cooling medium and the heat released during 

the ice crystals nucleation and growth. The rationale for this work, and many other like this one, 

is that tracking and modelling this thermal evolution we can infer the pore distribution. In a 

pharmaceutical solution the API is present in a very low amount: the thermal properties of the 

solution can hardly be dependent on the API, that is the reason why, given the cost of the most 

common APIs, they are usually neglected, at least at the beginning, when a proof of concept of 

a PAT has to be tested. Nevertheless, even if the API was able to affect the thermal evolution 



 

 

of the process, either the maximum temperature in the axial profile appears in different positions 

or moves at a different speed, the system is able to track that difference and provide different 

values of R and G, thus different crystal sizes. Absolutely different is the case where the API 

affects, given the same thermal evolution, the actual pore distribution. Given the really low 

concentrations, we expect the API might only mildly influence the kinetics of nucleation and 

crystal growth, although Koop et al. (2000) claimed that the solute does not affects the 

nucleation kinetics. The main consequence of this is that the equations relating R and G to ice 

crystals diameters (eqs. (2) or (5)) are no longer correct and different models should be used. 

Therefore, in case the system is used to monitor a process with a solute for which the validity 

of eqs. (2) or (5) has not been yet verified, and, thus, the parameters a and b are unknown, a 

preliminary study to assess the freezing model and parameters has to be carried out, but this is 

evidently beyond the scope of this study and, in any case, for the above mentioned reasons, is 

expected to be required only in very few cases. 

 Future developments of the work will prove the effectiveness of the proposed PAT also 

in case of different cooling strategies, or when a controlled nucleation protocol is applied. The 

possible application of an image analysis-based algorithm to the real time monitoring of a 

continuous freezing process will also be investigated.  
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List of Symbols 

 

A parameter used to express the dependence of Rp on Ldried, s
-1 

a parameter used to calculate the size of the ice crystals as a function of R and 

G, m K m-0.5 s-0.5 

B parameter used to express the dependence of Rp on Ldried, m
-1 

b coefficient of eq. (5), K2/3 m-2/3 

cw,c  water vapor concentration in the drying chamber, mol m-3 

cw,i water vapor concentration at the interface of sublimation, mol m-3 

De effective diffusivity, m2 s-1 

Dk Knudsen diffusivity, m2 s-1 

dp diameter of the ice crystals, m 

E residual matrix 

G temperature gradient in the frozen product, K m-1 

Hf heat of crystallization, J kg-1 

Hs heat of sublimation, J kg-1 

I number of pixels extracted from the image to build the Bharati structure 

J number of pixels of the moving window used to build the Bharati structure 

Jq heat flux to the product, W m-2 

Jw mass flux, kg s-1m-2 

K  parameter used in eq. (16), m s-1K-0.5 

Kv overall heat transfer coefficient between the heating fluid and the product at 

the vial bottom, W m-2K-1 

kfrozen thermal conductivity of the frozen layer, W m-1 K-1 

Ldried thickness of the dried product, m 



 

 

Lfrozen thickness of the dried product, m 

Mw water molecular weight, kg mol-1 

N number of principal components 

P loading matrix 

PBaratron pressure measured by a capacitance (Baratron) gauge, Pa 

PPirani pressure measured by a thermal conductivity (Pirani) gauge, Pa 

pw,c  water vapor partial pressure in the drying chamber, Pa 

pw,i water vapor partial pressure at the interface of sublimation, Pa 

R freezing front rate, K m-1 

Rg ideal gas constant, J mol-1 K-1 

Rp resistance of the dried product to vapour flux, Pa m2 s kg-1 

Rp,0 parameter used to express the dependence of Rp on Ldried, m
 s-1 

T score matrix 

TB product temperature at the vial bottom, K 

Tf freezing temperature of the product, K  

Ti temperature of the product at the interface of sublimation, K  

Tshelf heating shelf temperature, K 

T temperature, K 

t time, s 

X data matrix 

 

Greeks 

 parameter used in eq. (1), m s K-1 

 parameter used in eq. (1), - 

 solid-solid interfacial tension, J m-2 



 

 

 porosity of the dried product, - 

1 parameter used to express the dependence of dp on R, - 

2 parameter used to express the dependence of dp on G, - 

 tortuosity of the dried product, - 

ρdried apparent density of the dried product, kg m-3 

ρfrozen density of the frozen product, kg m-3 
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List of Figures 

 

Figure 1. Comparison between the temperature evolution at the vial bottom during the freezing stage 

of a freeze-drying process of a 5% w/w sucrose solution as measured through the IR camera (solid 

line) and using a thermocouple inserted in the vial (dashed line).  

 

Figure 2. A: Examples of image obtained through the IR camera: triangles identify the position of 

the moving front, while dots identify the external axial positions within which the algorithm searches 

for the maximum temperature value B: Comparison of the measured temperature at the top (dashed 

line), and at the freezing front (solid line). C: Evolution of the dimensionless position of the maximum 

temperature in the product during both the cooling and the freezing stage: symbols refer to the 

freezing step and identifies the moving front position. 

 

Figure 3. Top: SEM image obtained for a 5% w/w sucrose solution taken in the central section of the 

dried cake. Bottom: example of the segmentation of the top image using the MIA based algorithm 

presented in this article. The segmented region of each pore in the original grey-scale image was 

colored in white to distinguish the segmented areas without removing the solid structure in the 

background. 

 

Figure 4. Values of ice crystal diameters as a function of the frozen layer thickness as predicted by 

model #1 (graph A) and by model #2 (graph B) for the case of the 5% w/w sucrose solution. Error 

bars represent one standard deviation of variability of dp. 

 

Figure 5. Values of ice crystal diameters as a function of the frozen layer thickness as predicted by 

model #1 (graph A) and by model #2 (graph B) for the case of the 10% w/w sucrose solution. Error 



 
 
 

bars represent one standard deviation of variability of dp. 

 

Figure 6. Values of ice crystal diameters as a function of the frozen layer thickness as predicted by 

model #1 (graph A) and by model #2 (graph B) for the case of the 5% w/w mannitol solution. Error 

bars represent one standard deviation of variability of dp. 

 

Figure 7. Comparison between the mean values of ice crystal diameters predicted using model #1 

(short-dashed lines) and #2 (dashed lines) and values measured through SEM analysis (solid lines) 

for the 5% w/w sucrose solution (graph A) and for the 10% w/w sucrose solution (graph B). The solid 

lines report the average crystal pore diameters measured, while the bars represent the 25th and the 75th 

percentiles of the distributions. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison between the curves of Rp vs. Ldried predicted using model #1 (solid lines) or 

model #2 (dashed lines) for the 5% w/w sucrose solution (graph A) and for the 10% w/w sucrose 

solution (graph B). 

 

Figure 9. Evolution of the pressure ratio vs. time and of Lfrozen vs. time, as predicted by the 

mathematical model using the curve of Rp vs. Ldried given by model #1, for the 5% w/w sucrose 

solution (upper graph) and for the 10% w/w sucrose solution (graph B). In both cases the primary 

drying stage is carried out at 10 Pa, with a shelf temperature of -20°C. 

 

Figure 10. Evolution of the pressure ratio vs. time and of Lfrozen vs. time, as predicted by the 

mathematical model using the curve of Rp vs. Ldried given by model #2, for the 5% w/w sucrose 

solution (upper graph) and for the 10% w/w sucrose solution (graph B). In both cases the primary 

drying stage is carried out at 10 Pa, with a shelf temperature of -20°C. 
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